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          Does anybody wonder how women cook food in hot summers in kitchen, yes, we do presenting Faber’s next generation chimney which is a chimney, a fan and an air purifier.While cooking it will take all the smoke out from your...
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          This Chimney makes your kitchen oil and smoke free. Auto clean feature helps in getting rid of oil particles itself with one touch. It prevents oil and grease particles which affect the suction power of chimney. As oil is store...
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          Don’t let grime and smoke residues spoil the walls of your kitchen. Bring home this Faber Hood wall-mounted chimney and keep your kitchen smoke-free and clean. With a powerful motor and a powerful suction capacity, this chimney effectively absorbs heat...
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          Hood crest chimney one of the most efficient hoods developed by Faber to clean the grease and dirty air. This chimney comes with the 3-way suction that scoops out the smoke faster. Unique 3D Suction power gives you the best-in-class...
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            Keep your kitchen looking as good as new for years by installing this Faber Hood wall-mounted chimney. With 1275 M3/HR suction power and a low noise level, this chimney keeps your kitchen clean and peaceful. Also, the filterless technology...
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          Keep your kitchen clean and smelling fresh by using the Faber Hood FEEL 3D Chimney. Thanks to its high suction capacity and 3-way that gives you 25% higher suction area , 15% better grease reduction & 10dBA Noise reduction., It...
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                      Buy Kitchen Chimneys Online at Best Prices in India



The kitchen is the heart of the home and it deserves to be outfitted with the best - including a high-quality, reliable kitchen chimney/hood. A kitchen chimney is a significant investment and one that will pay off in both the short and long run. Not only will it help to keep your kitchen clean and free of smoke, but it will also help to improve the air quality in your home. The prime function of the chimney is to direct the smoke away from the stove and out of the house.

Top 5 Benefits of Kitchen Chimney

 

1. Improves Air Quality - Cooking in a smoky kitchen is not only suffocating, but it can also be dangerous. You should begin your meal prep at home in a clean and fresh kitchen for the safety of yourself and your family. This way, you can enjoy cooking your favorite dishes in a hygienic and safe environment.



2. Better Lightning - A bright cooking area can improve the mood of the person preparing the food. Kitchen Chimneys with pleasant lighting features can drastically improve the cooking experience by providing more light to see what you're doing.



3. Regulates Room Temperature - Faber Best Kitchen hoods are designed to extract the excess heat and steam from above, creating a comfortable cooking environment for the amateur chef.



4. Cleaner Kitchen - Over time, cooking oil particles that settle on cabinets, tiles, and walls can make them look greasy and unsightly. An exhaust fan can't draw away all oil particles, so smoke and grease particles can damage tiles, marble, granite, and even wood furniture over time. Faber Latest kitchen chimneys/hoods help keep your kitchen clean for longer by reducing the amount of smoke and grease in the air.



5. Modern Look & Feel - Installing a chimney in your kitchen is not only a great way to make it more functional, but also to improve its aesthetics. You can give your kitchen a modern look by installing a sophisticated chimney that goes well with the decor. Faber has Modern Black Chimneys/hood which improves the overall look of your kitchen.

Advantages of Kitchen Chimney over Exhaust Fans



Kitchen chimneys are a common necessity in Indian kitchens as they have several advantages over exhaust fans. For one, chimneys are installed right above the cooktop which allows them to immediately remove any cooking fumes or oil particles that are released.



On the other hand, exhaust fans are installed away from the cooktop and take time to draw the smoke out. This gives chimneys a lot of advantages over an exhaust fan.

Kitchen chimneys with powerful airflow not only keep your kitchen hygienic and clean but also add elegance to it.



Why Faber Chimneys



Faber is the worldwide leader in the best Kitchen Chimney/hoods, a state-of-art manufacturing facility in India. We are the company that created the Chimney/Hoods.

Faber offers Kitchen Chimney for Modular kitchen, Chimney for Small Kitchens, and Large Kitchens. We come up with the latest and widest range of designs and techniques in kitchen chimneys/hoods - in various shapes and sizes to fit all kitchens. A broad range of models are available based on different features, and installation types.

Different Types of Kitchen Chimney/Hoods and Their Features



Faber has a wide range of Kitchen chimneys with modern high-end technologies. The Most Loved Kitchen Chimneys are 3D Technology, 3 in 1 Aerostation, 6-Way Autoclean & Autoclean, Conventional, Island/Ceiling Mounted, Steam Clean Autoclean, Straightline/Ductless Kitchen chimneys.



3D Technology Kitchen Chimney



3D Technology Kitchen Chimney is a modern chimney that uses a unique 3D suction system to effectively remove smoke and odors from all corners of the kitchen. It comes with a powerful motor for efficient and effective suction, as well as LED lights to brighten up your cooking experience. The 3D Technology Kitchen Chimneys are also very easy to clean. The filters are dishwasher safe, and the chimney itself can be wiped down with a damp cloth. This makes it a great choice for busy households who want a kitchen chimney that is both effective and easy to maintain.

Feature of 3D Technology Kitchen Chimney



• 3-Way Suction - We have developed the most efficient hoods available to clean grease and dirty air. Our 3-way suction Kitchen chimney/hood scoops out smoke faster than any other product. The unique 3D suction power provides the best-in-class high suction power, 25% higher suction area, 15% better grease reduction, and 10dBA noise reduction.



• Push Buttons - This chimney is easy to operate and self-explanatory, with 3+1 speed and a separate button for light. This gives you the flexibility of using the lights irrespective of speed buttons.



• Elegant Body - Elegant design Black Kitchen Chimney is the perfect addition to your kitchen that will help keep it smoke-free. This beautiful chimney is flawlessly made and will modernize your kitchen perfectly.



• Powerful Motor - Chimney-Hoods are designed with a powerful motor for efficient suction capacity. The power of the motor also ensures the Hood's durability and quiet operation.



• Low Noise Level - Faber gives the Best Low noise Level Kitchen Chimneys.



• 3 Layer Baffle Filter – Baffle Filter is suitable for Indian Kitchen Chimney which requires cleaning after every 6 months. It is designed specially to separate grease particles from vapors while cooking.



Our 3D Chimney's stainless steel construction ensures lasting durability, while the dishwasher-safe design makes cleanup a breeze.



6-Way Auto Clean & Auto Clean Chimney



This filterless chimney is key to a stress-free cooking experience. Being constantly exposed to smoke and strong aromas can have negative effects on your health, so this chimney is designed to help you avoid that. The suction capacity of this model kitchen hood indicates the maximum air flow capacity it can handle.

These Kitchen chimneys/hoods for home as auto-clean features to help get rid of any oil or residue build-up on the motor. This is an amazing feature for those who don't have the time to clean their chimney as often as conventional methods require.



6 Way Autoclean Chimneys are an important part of keeping your kitchen free from smoke and grease. A large variety of kitchen hood styles are available on the market, but for Indian cooking, an auto clean chimney is the most suitable.



Auto clean chimneys come with a special oil collector that separates oil from the smoke and fumes, making them low maintenance and effective in purifying the kitchen air. One of the best things about an Auto clean kitchen chimney is that it helps keep your chimney filters clean, which in turn increases the suction power of the kitchen chimney and enhances its performance. Faber Chimneys are one of the best kitchen chimney in India 2023.

Feature of 6-Way Auto Clean and Auto Clean Kitchen Chimney



• Filterless Technology -Faber's Latest Filterless Kitchen chimneys/hoods are fitted with a sealed motor to ensure that oil deposits and water vapors do not affect the smooth functioning of the motor. A high-quality metal blower system ensures that smoke and odors are efficiently exhausted out of the kitchen.



• Motion Sensor - Our product comes with a motion-sensing technique that enables easy operation with just a simple wave of your hand. Wave your hand towards the right to turn on the chimney and continue waving to increase the speed. Wave your hand towards the left to decrease the speed and turn it off.



• High suction capacity – The vacuum of this kitchen chimney has a high suction capacity power which provides comfort and helps your kitchen stay fresh. It is less noisy, low on maintenance, and energy efficient.



• Elegant Design - This kitchen Chimney/hood with a motion sensor from Faber is the perfect way to enhance your kitchen's decor. Its combination of beauty and durability makes it a must-have appliance for any kitchen.



• LED Lamps - This latest kitchen chimney also has 2 high-efficiency LED lamps that provide better lighting while cooking. The LED lamps are designed to make cooking easier. Now you'll never have to worry about bad lighting while cooking again.



• Oil Collector - The oil collector on the kitchen chimney is specially designed to make sure that it collects all of the oil and residue easily so that you won't have to clean it as often. It's made out of stainless steel which makes it rust-resistant and much more durable than other models. This means that it will last you longer and you won't have to deal with as much hassle when it comes time to clean it.



• Heat Auto-Clean Technology - Advanced with Heat Auto Clean Technique that solves the problem of cleaning your chimney with the push of a button. Heat auto-clean technology makes use of a heating element to get rid of the sticky oil particles inside the chimney and collect them in the oil collector.



• Touch Control Panel - The trendy touch control on this product gives you easy access to all the features of your chimney, so you can clean it without any hassle.







Faber Island Kitchen Chimney



An Island Kitchen Chimney/hood is explicitly for a kitchen with a cooking island. In such kitchens, the cooking stage and hob are away from the walls and put in the center point of the kitchen and the ducts are concealed inside a false roof. It is important that an all-island chimney is precisely over the cooktop and is no less than six inches more extensive than the cooktop so kitchen vapor doesn't escape from the sides. Likewise, note that a higher roof will require a more extended chimney stack over the hood.

Features of the Island/Ceiling Mounted Kitchen Chimney



• Powerful Motor - It has a powerful motor that offers efficient suction capacity, long durability, and less noise.

• Low Noise Level - This chimney has a low noise level making the environment calm in your kitchen.

• Elegant Design - The Faber kitchen chimney is the perfect addition to any modern kitchen with its Modern design.

• 3-Layer Baffle Filter - The 3-layer baffle filter allows vapors to suddenly change direction and separate grease particles. Made of stainless steel, it's durable and can be easily cleaned in a dishwasher or by hand.

• 3 Way Suction - Suction power of the Faber chimney is 700-1000 m3/h, which allows for an easy and peaceful cooking experience by consuming oil and smoke particles.



An island hood is becoming in vogue however a vital element of particular kitchens. Not at all like conventional chimney stacks, island hoods are introduced in the center point of the kitchen as opposed to on the wall. These are expected for ovens that are halfway situated in the kitchen.

This is the significant distinction between an essential chimney and an island chimney stack. Island chimney stacks are connected to conduits to support the smoke end.

Faber Steam Clean Autoclean Chimney



The Thermal (Steam) Auto-Clean Chimney/hood capability works with simply the oil and various deposits with no guide mediation. It has a successful suction capacity of 1200 cubic meters predictable each hour, which ensures that your kitchen stays simple and loosened from smoke, residue, and smells.

Faber is one of the main kitchen chimney manufacturers in India. Whether you are searching for an easy wall-mounted chimney or an extra state-of-the-art Island chimney, We have all the options available for your Kitchen’s Need.

Faber kitchen Chimney price starts from Rs. 5,000 which is an ideal option for anyone looking for a premium quality, long lasting and powerful Kitchen Chimney for their home.



Kitchen Chimney FAQs

Which chimney is best for the kitchen?

The best chimney for kitchen is the one that best suits both your needs and budget. Some factors to consider include the size of your kitchen, the type of stove you have, and your cooking habits.

What is the price of a good quality chimney?

The price of a good quality chimney can range from around Rs. 5,000 to Rs. 20,000 or more. The price will depend on the size, suction power, filter type, mounting style, features, and brand of the chimney.

Which chimney is best under 15000?

Some of the best chimneys under Rs. 15,000 include the Faber Hood Pluto, Hood Alpha, Mercury Pro, Hood Premia 3D Plus, Hood Martinez and Hood Everest Smart. These chimneys offer a good balance of features and performance at an affordable price.

What is an auto clean kitchen chimney?

An auto clean kitchen chimney is a chimney that has a built-in feature that cleans the filters automatically. This means that you don't have to manually clean the filters, which can be a time-consuming and messy task.

Where to place a chimney in Kitchen?

The chimney should be placed above the stove, at least 60 cm away from the stovetop. The chimney should also be placed in a central location in the kitchen, so that it can effectively remove smoke and odors from all areas of the kitchen.

What are the things to Consider before buying a Kitchen Chimney?

Kitchen Chimney Size: The size of the chimney should be appropriate for the size of your kitchen and stove. If the chimney is too small, it will not be able to effectively remove smoke and odors. If the chimney is too large, it will take up too much space in your kitchen.

d The suction power of the chimney determines how effectively it will remove smoke and odors from your kitchen. Higher suction power is better, especially if you cook frequently or cook heavy meals.

Kitchen Chimney Filter Type: There are three types of filters used in kitchen chimneys: baffle filters, carbon filters, and mesh filters. Baffle filters are the most common type of filter and are effective at removing grease and oil. Carbon filters are effective at removing smoke and odors. Mesh filters are the least expensive type of filter but require more frequent cleaning.

Kitchen Chimney Mounting Style: There are three types of mounting styles for kitchen chimneys: wall-mounted, island-mounted, and built-in. Wall-mounted chimneys are the most common type of chimney and are easy to install. Island-mounted chimneys are best for kitchens with islands. Built-in chimneys are flush with the kitchen wall and are a good option for kitchens with limited space.

Kitchen Chimney Functions & Features: Some kitchen chimneys come with additional features, such as heat auto-clean, remote control, and timer. These features can be helpful, but they are not essential.

Kitchen Chimney Price: Kitchen chimneys can range in price from a few hundred rupees to several thousand rupees. The price will depend on the size, suction power, filter type, mounting style, features, and brand of the chimney.



                      
                        
                          

      Buy Kitchen Chimneys Online at Best Prices in India
    


    
      The kitchen is the heart of the home and it deserves to be outfitted with
      the best - including a high-quality, reliable kitchen chimney/hood. A
      kitchen chimney is a significant investment and one that will pay
      off in both the short and long run. Not only will it help to keep your
      kitchen clean and free of smoke, but it will also help to improve the air
      quality in your home. The prime function of the chimney is to direct the
      smoke away from the stove and out of the house.
    

Top 5 Benefits of Kitchen Chimney


  1. Improves Air Quality - Cooking in a smoky kitchen is not only suffocating,
  but it can also be dangerous. You should begin your meal prep at home in a
  clean and fresh kitchen for the safety of yourself and your family. This way,
  you can enjoy cooking your favorite dishes in a hygienic and safe environment.




  2. Better Lightning - A bright cooking area can improve the mood of the person
  preparing the food. Kitchen Chimneys with pleasant lighting features can
  drastically improve the cooking experience by providing more light to see what
  you're doing.




  3. Regulates Room Temperature - Faber Best Kitchen hoods are designed to
  extract the excess heat and steam from above, creating a comfortable cooking
  environment for the amateur chef.




  4. Cleaner Kitchen - Over time, cooking oil particles that settle on cabinets,
  tiles, and walls can make them look greasy and unsightly. An exhaust fan can't
  draw away all oil particles, so smoke and grease particles can damage tiles,
  marble, granite, and even wood furniture over time. Faber Latest kitchen
  chimneys/hoods help keep your kitchen clean for longer by reducing the amount
  of smoke and grease in the air.




  5. Modern Look & Feel - Installing a chimney in your kitchen is not only a
  great way to make it more functional, but also to improve its aesthetics. You
  can give your kitchen a modern look by installing a sophisticated chimney that
  goes well with the decor. Faber has Modern Black Chimneys/hood which improves
  the overall look of your kitchen.





  Advantages of Kitchen Chimney over Exhaust Fans




  Kitchen chimneys are a common necessity in Indian kitchens as they have
  several advantages over exhaust fans. For one, chimneys are installed right
  above the cooktop which allows them to immediately remove any cooking fumes or
  oil particles that are released.




  On the other hand, exhaust fans are installed away from the cooktop and take
  time to draw the smoke out. This gives chimneys a lot of advantages over an
  exhaust fan.




  Kitchen chimneys with powerful airflow not only keep your kitchen hygienic and
  clean but also add elegance to it.



Why Faber Chimneys



  Faber is the worldwide leader in the best Kitchen Chimney/hoods, a
  state-of-art manufacturing facility in India. We are the company that created
  the Chimney/Hoods.




  Faber offers Kitchen Chimney for Modular kitchen, Chimney for Small Kitchens,
  and Large Kitchens. We come up with the latest and widest range of designs and
  techniques in kitchen chimneys/hoods - in various shapes and sizes to fit all
  kitchens. A broad range of models are available based on different features,
  and installation types.





  Different Types of Kitchen Chimney/Hoods and Their Features





  Faber has a wide range of Kitchen chimneys with modern high-end technologies.
  The Most Loved Kitchen Chimneys are 3D Technology, 3 in 1 Aerostation, 6-Way
  Autoclean &
  Autoclean, Conventional, Island/Ceiling Mounted, Steam Clean Autoclean,
  Straightline/Ductless Kitchen chimneys.



3D Technology Kitchen Chimney



  3D Technology Kitchen Chimney is a modern chimney that uses a unique 3D
  suction system to effectively remove smoke and odors from all corners of the
  kitchen. It comes with a powerful motor for efficient and effective suction,
  as well as LED lights to brighten up your cooking experience. The
  3D Technology Kitchen Chimneys
  are also very easy to clean. The filters are dishwasher safe, and the chimney
  itself can be wiped down with a damp cloth. This makes it a great choice for
  busy households who want a kitchen chimney that is both effective and easy to
  maintain.



Feature of 3D Technology Kitchen Chimney



	
    3-Way Suction - We have developed the most efficient hoods available to
    clean grease and dirty air. Our 3-way suction Kitchen chimney/hood scoops
    out smoke faster than any other product. The unique 3D suction power
    provides the best-in-class high suction power, 25% higher suction area, 15%
    better grease reduction, and 10dBA noise reduction.
  
	
    Push Buttons - This chimney is easy to operate and self-explanatory, with
    3+1 speed and a separate button for light. This gives you the flexibility of
    using the lights irrespective of speed buttons.
  
	
    Elegant Body - Elegant design Black Kitchen Chimney is the perfect addition
    to your kitchen that will help keep it smoke-free. This beautiful chimney is
    flawlessly made and will modernize your kitchen perfectly.
  
	
    Powerful Motor - Chimney-Hoods are designed with a powerful motor for
    efficient suction capacity. The power of the motor also ensures the Hood's
    durability and quiet operation.
  
	
    Low Noise Level - Faber gives the Best Low noise Level Kitchen Chimneys.
  
	
    3 Layer Baffle Filter – Baffle Filter is suitable for Indian Kitchen Chimney
    which requires cleaning after every 6 months. It is designed specially to
    separate grease particles from vapors while cooking.
  




  Our 3D Chimney's stainless steel construction ensures lasting durability,
  while the dishwasher-safe design makes cleanup a breeze.



6-Way Auto Clean & Auto Clean Chimney



  This filterless chimney is key to a
  stress-free cooking experience. Being constantly exposed to smoke and strong
  aromas can have negative effects on your health, so this chimney is designed
  to help you avoid that. The suction capacity of this model kitchen hood
  indicates the maximum air flow capacity it can handle.




  These Kitchen chimneys/hoods for home as auto-clean features to help get rid
  of any oil or residue build-up on the motor. This is an amazing feature for
  those who don't have the time to clean their chimney as often as conventional
  methods require.





  6 Way Autoclean Chimneys
  are an important part of keeping your kitchen free from smoke and grease. A
  large variety of kitchen hood styles are available on the market, but for
  Indian cooking, an auto clean chimney is the most suitable.





  Auto clean chimneys come with a special oil collector that separates oil from
  the smoke and fumes, making them low maintenance and effective in purifying
  the kitchen air. One of the best things about an Auto clean kitchen chimney is
  that it helps keep your chimney filters clean, which in turn increases the
  suction power of the kitchen chimney and enhances its performance. Faber
  Chimneys are one of the best kitchen chimney in India 2023.





  Feature of 6-Way Auto Clean and Auto Clean Kitchen Chimney




	
    Filterless Technology -Faber's Latest Filterless Kitchen chimneys/hoods are
    fitted with a sealed motor to ensure that oil deposits and water vapors do
    not affect the smooth functioning of the motor. A high-quality metal blower
    system ensures that smoke and odors are efficiently exhausted out of the
    kitchen.
  
	
    Motion Sensor - Our product comes with a motion-sensing technique that
    enables easy operation with just a simple wave of your hand. Wave your hand
    towards the right to turn on the chimney and continue waving to increase the
    speed. Wave your hand towards the left to decrease the speed and turn it
    off.
  
	
    High suction capacity – The vacuum of this kitchen chimney has a high
    suction capacity power which provides comfort and helps your kitchen stay
    fresh. It is less noisy, low on maintenance, and energy efficient.
  
	
    Elegant Design - This kitchen Chimney/hood with a motion sensor from Faber
    is the perfect way to enhance your kitchen's decor. Its combination of
    beauty and durability makes it a must-have appliance for any kitchen.
  
	
    LED Lamps - This latest kitchen chimney also has 2 high-efficiency LED lamps
    that provide better lighting while cooking. The LED lamps are designed to
    make cooking easier. Now you'll never have to worry about bad lighting while
    cooking again.
  
	
    Oil Collector - The oil collector on the kitchen chimney is specially
    designed to make sure that it collects all of the oil and residue easily so
    that you won't have to clean it as often. It's made out of stainless steel
    which makes it rust-resistant and much more durable than other models. This
    means that it will last you longer and you won't have to deal with as much
    hassle when it comes time to clean it.
  
	Heat Auto-Clean Technology - Advanced with Heat Auto Clean Technique that
    solves the problem of cleaning your chimney with the push of a button. Heat
    auto-clean technology makes use of a heating element to get rid of the sticky
    oil particles inside the chimney and collect them in the oil collector.
	
    Touch Control Panel - The trendy touch control on this product gives you
    easy access to all the features of your chimney, so you can clean it without
    any hassle.
  



Faber Island Kitchen Chimney 


An Island Kitchen Chimney/hood is explicitly for a
    kitchen with a cooking island. In such kitchens, the cooking stage and hob are
    away from the walls and put in the center point of the kitchen and the ducts are
    concealed inside a false roof. It is important that an all-island chimney is
    precisely over the cooktop and is no less than six inches more extensive than
    the cooktop so kitchen vapor doesn't escape from the sides. Likewise, note that
    a higher roof will require a more extended chimney stack over the hood. 


Features of the Island/Ceiling Mounted Kitchen Chimney
 


	
        Powerful Motor - It has a
powerful motor that offers efficient suction capacity, long durability, and less
noise.
    
	
        Low Noise Level - This chimney has a low noise level making the
environment calm in your kitchen.
    
	Elegant Design - The Faber kitchen chimney
        is the perfect addition to any modern kitchen with its Modern design.
	
        3-Layer
Baffle Filter - The 3-layer baffle filter allows vapors to suddenly change
direction and separate grease particles. Made of stainless steel, it's durable
and can be easily cleaned in a dishwasher or by hand. 
    
	
        3 Way Suction - Suction
power of the Faber chimney is 700-1000 m3/h, which allows for an easy and
peaceful cooking experience by consuming oil and smoke particles. 
    



An island hood is becoming in vogue however a vital element of particular kitchens. Not at all
    like conventional chimney stacks, island hoods are introduced in the center
    point of the kitchen as opposed to on the wall. These are expected for ovens
    that are halfway situated in the kitchen.


This is the significant distinction
    between an essential chimney and an island chimney stack. Island chimney stacks
    are connected to conduits to support the smoke end.

 

Faber Steam Clean Autoclean Chimney 


The Thermal (Steam) Auto-Clean Chimney/hood capability works with simply
    the oil and various deposits with no guide mediation. It has a successful
    suction capacity of 1200 cubic meters predictable each hour, which ensures that
    your kitchen stays simple and loosened from smoke, residue, and smells. 

    
Faber is
    one of the main kitchen chimney manufacturers in India. Whether you are
    searching for an easy wall-mounted chimney or an extra state-of-the-art Island
    chimney, We have all the options available for your Kitchen’s Need.


Faber kitchen Chimney price starts from Rs. 5,000 which is an ideal option for anyone
    looking for a premium quality, long lasting and powerful Kitchen Chimney for
    their home. 

    
Kitchen Chimney FAQs
 


Which chimney is best for the kitchen? 


The best chimney for kitchen is the one that best suits both your needs and budget. Some
    factors to consider include the size of your kitchen, the type of stove you
    have, and your cooking habits.

    


    What is the price of a good quality chimney? 

    
TThe price of a good quality chimney can range from around Rs. 5,000 to Rs. 20,000 or more. The price will depend on the size, suction power, filter type, mounting style, features, and brand of the chimney.



    Which chimney is best under 15000?

    
Some of the best chimneys under Rs. 15,000 include the Faber Hood Pluto, Hood Alpha, Mercury Pro, Hood Premia 3D Plus, Hood Martinez and Hood Everest Smart. These chimneys offer a good balance of features and performance at an affordable price.





    What is an auto clean kitchen chimney? 

    
An auto clean kitchen chimney is a chimney that has a built-in feature that cleans the filters automatically. This means that you don't have to manually clean the filters, which can be a time-consuming and messy task.



    Where to place a chimney in Kitchen?

The chimney should be placed above the stove, at least 60 cm away from the stovetop. The chimney should also be placed in a central location in the kitchen, so that it can effectively remove smoke and odors from all areas of the kitchen.




    What are the things to Consider before buying a Kitchen Chimney?

    Kitchen Chimney Size: The size of the chimney should be appropriate for the size of your kitchen and stove. If the chimney is too small, it will not be able to effectively remove smoke and odors. If the chimney is too large, it will take up too much space in your kitchen.
    


    Kitchen Chimney Suction Power:The suction power of the chimney determines how effectively it will remove smoke and odors from your kitchen. Higher suction power is better, especially if you cook frequently or cook heavy meals.
    


    Kitchen Chimney Filter Type: There are three types of filters used in kitchen chimneys: baffle filters, carbon filters, and mesh filters. Baffle filters are the most common type of filter and are effective at removing grease and oil. Carbon filters are effective at removing smoke and odors. Mesh filters are the least expensive type of filter but require more frequent cleaning.
    


    Kitchen Chimney Mounting Style: There are three types of mounting styles for kitchen chimneys: wall-mounted, island-mounted, and built-in. Wall-mounted chimneys are the most common type of chimney and are easy to install. Island-mounted chimneys are best for kitchens with islands. Built-in chimneys are flush with the kitchen wall and are a good option for kitchens with limited space.
    


    Kitchen Chimney Functions & Features: Some kitchen chimneys come with additional features, such as heat auto-clean, remote control, and timer. These features can be helpful, but they are not essential.


    Kitchen Chimney Price: Kitchen chimneys can range in price from a few hundred rupees to several thousand rupees. The price will depend on the size, suction power, filter type, mounting style, features, and brand of the chimney.
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Customer Care: 1800-2093484,
18002673484 (Faber India- Online store only)

               (Toll free from 8:00 AM -8:00 PM)

               E mail: ks-customercare.in@franke.com
               

                 Whatsapp no: +91-7219219219

               Address
                 FRANKE FABER INDIA Private Limited S. NO.1086/1, 1086/2 VILLAGE SANASWADI, TALUKA SHIRUR, PUNE - 412208, Maharashtra, INDIA

                  Disclaimer

                  Due to any technical loophole, if a product is bought with heavy discounts the order will be automatically cancelled and amount will be refunded to the customer. Chimney and Dishwasher kit displayed at offer price not to be sold separately.
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